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Abstract: 
 
The present study aims to the design of a finite-element model simulating 
accurately the pullout behaviour of cylindrical pedicle screws and predicting their 
pullout force. Three commercial pedicle screws, subjected to pure pullout from 
synthetic bone, were studied experimentally. The results were used for the design, 
calibration and validation of a finite-element model. Special attention was paid to the 
accurate simulation of the failure inside the host material. For this purpose a bilinear 
cohesive zone material model was adopted to control mode-II debonding of 
neighbouring elements in the vicinity of the screw and simulate this way the failure in 
shear of the hosting material. Comparison between experimental and numerical results 
proved that the implementation of this method can significantly enhance the accuracy 
of the numerical simulation of a screw’s mechanical behaviour under pure pullout 
loads. The numerical model was used for the parametric study of various factors 
affecting the pullout performance of a cylindrical pedicle screw. It was concluded that 
the major parameters influencing the pullout force is the outer radius and purchase 
length of the screw. Significantly weaker was the dependence of the screw’s pullout 
force on its thread inclination, depth and pitch.  
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1.  Introduction 
Spinal fixation with pedicle screws is one of the most commonly used methods of 
instrumentation in the thoracolumbar spine. Its greatest advantage is the achievement 
of immediate rigid fixation with a minimum number of fused segments. Despite this 
advantage and the technological advances of the last decades, implant failures of 
pedicle screw fixation still occur. The most common problems are screw bending, 
breakage and loosening [1-3]. Infection is also another implant-related complication. 
From a purely engineering point of view, the above mentioned failures and 
complications could be confronted by optimizing the design of the pedicle screws in 
order to achieve higher stability and mechanical strength reducing at the same time the 
implant-bone interface area.  
The strength of the fixation of a metallic medical bone screw can be quantified 
by measuring its pullout force. Even though pure pullout is a rather simple load case, 
unlikely to be applied in vivo [4], it helps enlightening some controversial points 
concerning the mechanical behaviour of the metallic screw - bone tissue system. The 
main factors affecting the pullout force of a bone screw are its design, the material 
properties of the bone and the insertion technique followed by the surgeon [5]. 
Especially for the screw design and its influence on the pullout force many 
experimental [6-18] and numerical [19-24] studies have been carried out. Additionally 
some researchers have attempted to quantify the factors that influence the pullout force 
of a bone screw using equations developed for “machine” screws (i.e. screws for 
traditional mechanical engineering use)[7,8]. However the pullout phenomenon has 
been proven more complex than it was initially anticipated and even today there is no 
accurate and reliable way to predict the pullout force of a bone screw [5].  
Without any doubt, the best approach for a rigorous study of the influence of 
the screw’s design on its pullout force is the combination of experimental investigation 
and numerical simulation of the pullout phenomenon using the Finite Element (FE) 
method. 
In this context and for the purposes of the present study, the mechanical 
behaviour of two commercial cylindrical pedicle screws was investigated 
experimentally under pure pullout loads according to the respective standard (ASTM-
F543-02). The experiments were performed using synthetic bone which simulated 
osteoporotic cancelous bone. The results of this experimental study were used for the 
design, calibration and validation of a reliable FE model which simulates the complex 
pullout failure mode and can accurately predict the pullout force of a pedicle screw. 
This FE model was employed for a thorough and detailed parametric study of the 
influence of the screw’s design on its pullout force. The parameters studied were the 
outer radius, inclination, pitch and depth of the thread, as well as the screw purchase 
length. Another parameter that can influence a screw’s pullout force is the conical 
angle of its core [22,23]. This parameter was not included to the present study which is 
focused on cylindrical screws.  
 
2.  Materials and methods 
2.1.  Experimental study 
Three typical commercial pedicle screws were studied experimentally with respect to 
their pullout forces: The CDH 7.5, CDH 6.5 (Medtronic Sofamor Danek, Memphis, 
TN) and TL-Java5 (Zimmer Spine,Bordeaux,France). The basic quantities describing 
the geometry of the threads of these pedicle screws (Fig.1) are the outer radius (OR), 
the core radius (CR), the pitch (P), the thickness of the thread tip (e) and the inclination 
of the thread (a1, a2). It is seen in Table 1 that the two CDH screws differ only 
concerning OR and CR while all other parameters are identical, including the thread 
depth (D=OR-CR) while the TL-Java5 has a completely different thread design.  
For the measurement of their pullout force, according to the ASTM-F543 
standard, the pedicle screws were inserted into a Solid Rigid Polyurethane Foam 
(SRPF) block (10 pfc, Sawbones Worldwide, Pacific Research Laboratories Inc) fixed 
on the load cell (MTS 662.20D-04 Axial/Torsional Load Transducer) (Fig.2). The head 
of the screw was mounted on the loading frame (MTS MiniBionix 858, MTS Systems 
Corp., Eden Prairie, MN) and displacement was imposed in the pullout direction at a 
constant rate 0.01 mm/sec. The respective force was measured with a sampling rate of 
10Hz. 
The density of the SRPF used is 0.16g/cm3, similar to osteoporotic cancelous 
bone [9,18]. Its mechanical properties are shown in Table 2. The main advantage of 
rigid polyurethane foam is the uniformity and consistency of its material properties 
which according to the ASTM F-1839: “makes it an ideal material for comparative 
testing of bone screws and other medical devises and instruments”.     
 For the insertion of the screws into the SRPF blocks, guiding holes were drilled 
using a drill press. The radii of the guiding holes were about 60% of the respective core 
radius of the screw and their depth was 35mm. Before the screw insertion the 
cylindrical guiding holes were tapped manually in a manner consistent with surgical 
practice [26] using taps provided by the manufacturer. Finally the screws were inserted 
25mm deep into the threaded holes. The guiding holes were drilled 10mm deeper than 
the desired screw insertion depth in order to ensure that the tip of the screw is not 
pressed against the bottom of the guiding hole, avoiding generation of undesired 
pretension into the SRPF. 
 The total number of threads inserted into the SRPF (N) was equal to 7 for the 
CDH screws and 11 for the TL-Java5 , which multiplied with the pitch of each screw 
(Table 1) yields the length of the threaded part of the screw inserted into the SRPF 
block equal to 18.9 mm and 19.25mm respectively. This length is referred as the 
purchase length of the screw (L).    
  
2.2.  FE model – Design, calibration, validation  
The pullout phenomenon was simulated with a 2D axisymmetrical FE model (Fig.3), 
designed using the ANSYS11.0 software (ANSYS Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA). The 
head and the tip of the screw were not included in the analysis. The FE model of the 
screw was placed into a threaded hole inside the respective model of the SRPF block 
(Fig.3). The hole was designed to have identical size and shape with the screw itself, 
simulating thus the insertion of the screw into a previously tapped threaded hole.  
The model of the SRPF was meshed using 2D, 4-node FEs (Plane182). A 
rectangular area which surrounds the screw and includes the areas where high stresses 
are expected to be developed was meshed with a fine and uniform mesh. The 
remaining part of the SRPF model was meshed with a coarser non-uniform mesh. 
Several preliminary computational tests were performed, in order to define the 
optimum element size in the area surrounding the screw. Finally the value adopted was 
the one that ensured the mesh independency of the results with the minimum number 
of used elements. The total number of 2D plane elements was about 3000. The 
constitutive law of the SRPF was simulated by a linear elastic – perfectly plastic model 
based on data provided by the manufacturer (Table 2).  
For the description of the failure inside the hosting material, the elements which 
lay in the vicinity of the screw were connected to each other using bonded contact 
elements (Conta171, Targe169). The mechanical behaviour of these bonded contact 
pairs was controlled by a bilinear cohesive zone material model [27] (Fig.4). 
According to this model, the tangential stress on the interface between a contact pair 
rises linearly (portion OA in Fig.4) until it reaches a critical value (τmax), considered 
here equal to the shear yield stress of the SRPF (Table 2). From this point on 
increasing the relative sliding between the elements of the contact pair, results to a 
linear, non-reversible decrease of the tangential stress (branch AC in Fig.4). In this 
branch of the model unloading-reloading loops are realized along the OB line (Fig.4) 
indicating downgrading of the mechanical properties, i.e. appearance of internal 
damage. Finally, in case the relative sliding exceeds its critical value (uc), complete 
debonding of the contact pair takes place and its behaviour is that of simple contact 
with friction [28].      
In this way a series of parallel straight lines were formed along which relative 
sliding between neighbouring plain elements could occur (Fig.5), simulating this way 
the hosting material failure in shear. In three dimensions these straight lines correspond 
to cylindrical surfaces where one volume of SRPF can slide over another volume of 
SRPF, as it was observed experimentally. 
The boundary conditions imposed on the surfaces between the screw and the 
SRPF were those of simple contact with friction and the value of the friction 
coefficient was set according to the literature [19,20] equal to 0.2. 
The FE model of the SRPF block was constrained with a manner consistent to 
the experimental procedure previously described and a 3mm displacement was 
imposed to the screw; the value of the displacement chosen to be high enough to 
ensure that the SRPF will fail. 
The imposition of the axisymmetrical conditions introduced to the analysis a 
new geometrical parameter: the distance (x:0<x<P) between the first thread of the 
screw and the free surface of the SRPF block (Fig.3). The ratio x/P, where P is the 
screw pitch, was used for the calibration of the model. After a number of preliminary 
simulations, for the CDH7.5 screw, the value of x/P that minimizes the difference 
between the experimentally measured and numerically estimated pullout force was 
calculated. Finally the accuracy of the FE model was validated using the experimental 
results for the CDH6.5, TL-Java5 screws. The simulation was performed using the 
same value of the ratio x/P as previously.   
 
2.3. Numerical study - Parametric scenarios  
The parameters of the screw design considered in the present study were the 
outer radius (OR), the inclination, the depth (D) and the pitch (P) of the threads as well 
as their total number (N) and finally the purchase length (L) of the screw. The 
inclination of the thread is defined by two angles: a1 and a2 (Fig.1). For the load case of 
pure pullout only the inclination of the side of the thread that faces the pullout direction 
is able to influence the pullout force of the screw. For this reason only the influence of 
the angle a1 was investigated here.  
Each feature was isolated and its influence on the pullout force was evaluated 
separately. However the pitch, the total number of threads and the purchase length 
were studied in a combined manner, since they are interrelated. Indeed the purchase 
length is the product of pitch and total number of threads. Therefore, for the parametric 
study of the pitch the purchase length was kept constant, while for the investigation of 
the total number of threads the pitch was the parameter whose value was kept constant. 
The results of these two parametric studies were finally used in an attempt to 
algebraically describe the relation between purchase length and pullout force.  
The geometry of the CDH7.5 screw was used as the reference geometry. In 
every case (unless otherwise stated) when the influence of a single design parameter 
was investigated the values of the remaining ones were kept constant, equal to those of 
the CDH7.5 screw (Table 1). The combinations of the parameters studied (75 in total) 
as well as the calculated pullout force for each case studied are recapitulated in Table 
3. 
 
3.  Results  
3.1. Experimental study    
The experimentally measured pullout forces for the CDH7.5, CDH6.5 and TL-Java5 
screws were 438±2N, 382±3N and 315±4N respectively,  while typical load vs. 
displacement curves are shown in Fig.6. 
 
3.2. FE model – Design, calibration, validation 
The results of the calibration procedure indicated that the pullout force increases 
linearly with increasing distance (x).The value of (x) that minimizes the difference 
between experimental and numerical pullout force for the CDH7.5 screw was 
calculated to be equal to 0.61P. 
Using the same value for the parameter (x) the numerically estimated pullout 
forces for the CDH6.5 and TL-Java5 screws were 382.5 and 311.9N respectively 
resulting in a difference between experimental and numerical pullout force about 0.1%. 
In addition it is emphasized that the numerical model simulated in a very satisfactory 
manner the overall mechanical behaviour of the SRPF - screw system, as it is clearly 
concluded by comparing the experimental force - displacement curves with those 
obtained numerically (Fig.6). 
Based on the above, one can safely conclude that the FE model, developed for 
the purposes of the present study, can estimate with satisfactory accuracy the pullout 
force of cylindrical screws inserted into SRPF blocks through previously tapped holes. 
 
3.3. Numerical study – Parametric scenarios  
3.3.1. General considerations on FE model 
Prior to the study of individual parametric influences, the FE model was exploited to 
reveal stress distributions inside the SRPF bulk, able to highlight the SRPF – screw 
interface potential and performance. Indeed, it was shown that as the screw is pulled 
out of the SRPF block and the measured force rises (Fig.7A), strong stress 
concentrations appear near the edges of the threads (Fig.7B). The strongest 
concentration appears in the vicinity of the edge of the deepest thread, namely the one 
most distant from the free surface of the SRPF block. In other words it is indicated that 
the material in this region is the first to be challenged and consequently fail. The stress 
concentration is intensified until the force reaches its maximum value. At this point the 
tangential stress at one contact pair, of a previously defined line of possible relative 
sliding, reaches its critical value and debonding of neighbouring elements begins 
(Fig.7C). The areas where debonding takes place can be identified by the stress relief 
that follows it. In Fig.7D the stress relief due to debonding can be clearly seen around 
the edges of the three deepest threads. 
The above mentioned remarks indicate that most of the pullout load is carried 
by the deepest threads (Fig.8). It is also indicated that the failure of the SRPF is 
initiated near the edge of the deepest thread of the SRPF and then propagates on a 
cylindrical surface towards the free boundary. This rationale of the failure seems to be 
a very good approximation of the respective one observed experimentally. Indeed, as it 
is seen in Fig.9, the failure of the SRPF occurs on an almost cylindrical surface which 
connects the edges of the threaded hole inside the SRPF. The material between the 
surface of failure and the surface of the screw was extracted from the block together 
with the screw. 
Based on the above considerations regarding the natural history of SRPF – 
screw interfacial failure mode, individual parametric influences were demonstrated as 
follows (analytically exhibited in Table 3).  
 
3.3.2 Influence of outer radius 
The pullout force (F) clearly increases with the screw OR, following a strongly linear 
pattern:   
1.00)(R14.86,OR113.3F 2 =+×=  
Increasing OR from 2.75 to 3.75 mm results to an increase of the pullout force 
from 280 to 375 N.  
 
3.3.3 Influence of angle a1   
The pullout force depends weakly on angle a1 following a strongly linear pattern: 
1.00)(R437.00,OR0.36F 2 =+×=  
An increase of the a1 angle of the thread from -5º to 25º resulted in an increase 
of the pullout force from 435N to 446N. 
When nodal forces parallel to the pullout direction are calculated at failure 
initiation for the deepest SRPF thread, an influence by angle a1 is also observed as 
follows:  For sharp threads (a1 = -5ºand 5 º) the pullout load peaks at the tip of the 
thread and clearly decreases towards the core; while for less sharp threads (a1=25º) a 
similar but more moderate trend is followed (Fig.10).  
 
3.3.4 Influence of thread depth  
The pullout force, for sharp threads (a1 = -5º and 5 º), clearly increases with thread 
depth from 0.5 to 0.75 mm, but remains relatively constant for higher values (Fig.11). 
However, the pullout force for less sharp thread (a1=25°) demonstrates an almost linear 
increase throughout the thread depth range. 
 
3.3.5 Influence of pitch, number of threads and purchase length 
The pullout force, for constant purchase length, is insensitive (to within 3%) to changes 
of the pitch value, regardless of angle a1, provided that the thread is relatively deep (D 
≥ 0.75mm) (Figs.12A,B). However, for relatively shallow threads (D= 0.5mm), the 
pullout force is clearly decreasing with increasing pitch values beyond 1.89 mm and 
2.70 mm for sharp (a1=5°, Fig.12A) and less sharp threads (a1=25°, Fig.12B), 
respectively. 
 The pullout force, for varying purchase lengths, is clearly increasing with the 
number of threads. Furthermore, this trend is accentuated with increasing pitch values 
(Fig.13).  The equations which describe the linear correlation between the number of 
threads and the pullout force (F,unit:Newton) for different values of the thread pitch 
(N) are of the following form:  
(P)(P) BNAF +×=    [1] 
where A(P),B(P) are constants depending on the pitch (unit:mm). 
 From the results it was concluded that both constants are linearly depended on 
the value of the pitch: 
1.00)(R2.69,P25.10A 2(P) =-×=   [2] 
0.97)(R13.53,P10.48B 2(P) =+×-=   [3] 
By substituting equations [2],[3] and L=N∙P into equation [1] the following 
equations are obtained:  
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where L is the screw’s purcase length. 
 From these two equations it can be concluded that for constant pitch or number 
of threads the pullout force increases linearly with the purchace length.   
 
4. Discussion and conclusions 
 
Pedicle screws are sophisticated parts of structures exhibiting complex mechanical 
behaviour. The safest way to address this complexity is through the well known 
scheme of analysis and synthesis. In order to optimize the mechanical behaviour of 
pedicle screws one has to analyze it first, identify its different aspects, study each of 
these aspects separately and in the end synthesize the general solution from the partial 
ones. In this context, it can be noted that pedicle screws have a dual purely mechanical 
role:  
a) to provide stability to the spinal fusion system by rigidly gripping itself into 
the vertebra and  
b) to carry high loads vertical to its axis. 
The present study is focused on the investigation of some factors affecting the strength 
of the pedicle screw fixation into the vertebra. The screws were studied under pure 
pullout loads. This load case was chosen because it helps to separate the strength of the 
screw’s gripping from its mechanical behaviour under loads vertical to its axis.           
The simplest solution to the problem of predicting the pullout force of a bone 
screw has been proposed by Lyon et al. [6] who in 1941 suggested that the pullout 
force is directly proportional to the volume of bone engaged by the screw’s threads. 
Even though their strong correlation has been observed by numerous researchers [7,10-
13], the direct proportionality has been proven to be an invalid hypothesis [14].  
A more sophisticated approach has been proposed by Chapman et al. [7] and Asnis et 
al. [8] who used the formula provided by ASTM for the prediction of the “load to 
break threaded portion of screws and bolts”[29]. According to this formula the pullout 
force is proportional to the shear strength of the material into which the screw is 
inserted, it is proportional to the screw’s outer radius and depth and inversely 
proportional to the screw’s pitch. The shape of the threads is considered to have no 
influence on the pullout force. This formula has also been proven unable to entirely 
define the correlation between a screw’s design and its pullout force [5]. It was also 
proven here that the pullout force is not proportional to the depth neither inverse 
proportional to the pitch of the screw.    
In this context, the purpose of the present study was the development of a 
numerical instrument that will assist detailed parametric investigations of the influence 
of a pedicle screw’s design on its holding power. During the first step of the present 
analysis, the mechanical behaviour of three typical commercial pedicle screws was 
studied experimentally according to the ASTM-F543. The results were used for the 
design of a FE model simulating accurately enough the mechanical behaviour of a 
cylindrical bone screw pulled out from a block of SRPF.        
From the experiments, it became obvious that shearing is indeed the dominant 
failure mode inside the SRPF but it is not the only one. The material between the 
threads of the screw is compressed in a manner strongly depending on the shape and 
inclination of the threads. At the same time the material surrounding the tips of the 
threads is stretched. The stress field inside the SRPF is additionally influenced by the 
boundary conditions between the screw and the SRPF. These two materials are in 
simple contact with friction. Friction generates additional shear stresses along the sides 
of the threads while a possible relative sliding between screw and SRPF could also 
alter significantly the stress field inside the SRPF.  
It is interesting to emphasize at this point that the number of numerical studies 
dealing with the investigation of the mechanical behaviour of a bone screw under pure 
pull-out loads is rather small [19-24] compared to the respective number of 
experimental studies. From these studies the only cases where a FE model was used for 
the prediction of the pullout force of different bone screws were those by Zhang et. al. 
[19,20]. The FE model developed by them simulated the behaviour of a pedicle screw 
pulled out from a rectangular volume of bone. For the design of this model two 
symmetry planes were considered by the authors, the bone was simulated as a linear 
elastic perfectly plastic material and the boundary conditions imposed on the interface 
between bone and screw were those of simple contact with friction. Finally the FE 
model was used for the parametric investigation of the influence of the purchase 
length, the pitch, the outer and core radius of the screw on its pullout force.       
Since the pullout force corresponds to the instant at which failure of the SRPF 
occurs, the main consideration of the authors of the present study (during the design of 
the FE model of the screw - SRPF system), was to simulate as accurately as possible 
the failure of the SRPF. For this reason the SRPF was modelled as an isotropic, 
linearly elastic - perfectly plastic material and a surface-to-surface contact analysis was 
employed to simulate the boundary conditions between the screw and the SRPF. The 
originality of the present numerical analysis is the adoption of a bilinear cohesive zone 
material model for the simulation of the failure of the SRPF in the vicinity of the 
screw. This adoption enabled the finite elements to detach from each other when the 
developed interface shear stress reached the value of the shear yield stress of the SRPF. 
Adoption of such a “damage law” improved significantly the accuracy of the 
numerical analysis; on the same time however it added an extra nonlinearity to the 
problem increasing significantly its complexity and computational requirements. The 
different mechanical behaviour of a FE model with and without the “damage law” 
previously described is manifested by the different force-displacement curves shown in 
Fig.14. As it can be seen from this figure the simplified FE model with Linear Elastic - 
Perfectly Plastic (LE/PP) SRPF overestimates the pullout force and exhibits an 
enlarged region of plastic deformations into the SRPF. But the most important 
disadvantage of this analysis is that the drop of the value of the force that follows its 
maximum value is caused by sliding of the screw out of the SRPF and not by any sort 
of failure of the SRPF.     
The first conclusion drawn from the numerical analysis was that, when a screw 
is pulled out of a SRPF block, most of the pullout load is carried by the deepest threads 
(Fig.7,8). The material surrounding these threads is also indicated to fail first. 
Even though the numerically simulated failure of the SRPF is in very good 
agreement with the experimentally observed one, the prediction that the material in the 
vicinity of the deepest thread fails first, seems to be inconsistent with the experience 
and “intuition” of an engineer. Researchers studying threaded connections between 
metallic parts report a totally different mechanical behaviour. Tafreshi et al.[30] report 
that the outer-most thread caries most of the pullout load and therefore is the most 
likely to fail first. Similarly, recently reported results from tests where titanium 
threaded bars were pulled-out from marble blocks indicated again that the outer-most 
thread is the worse loaded one [31]. These differences of the mechanical behaviour can 
be explained by the relative differences in the material properties for these cases (see 
online supplementary data). 
The FE model developed herein was used for the parametric investigation of 
the influence of the screw’s design on its pullout force. The parameters studied were 
the outer radius, the inclination, the depth and the pitch of the thread as well as the total 
number of threads and the purchase length of the screw. 
Outer radius is considered to be the most important of these factors. Its 
significance has been experimentally proven in many cases [7,8,11,13,15-17]. It is 
even proved (using custom made screws) [8,11,17] that the correlation between the 
outer radius of a screw and its pullout force is linear. The same conclusion was drawn 
in the present study. 
While the outer radius is considered to be the most important design parameter 
of a screw’s thread, the inclination of the threads is considered to be among the less 
important ones. Koranyui et al. [12] studied the holding power of screws with a1 
(Fig.2) angle 0° and 30° using dog femurs and found no statistically significant 
differences. The present analysis concluded that even though the inclination of the 
thread does not significantly influence the pullout out force, it influences its 
dependence on other parameters of the screw’s design, such as the depth and the pitch 
of the thread.  
As far as the depth of the thread is concerned, the results indicated that in the 
case of sharp threads (a1=-5°, 5°) a critical value of the thread’s depth exists (~0.16% 
of the screw’s outer radius) which renders pullout force practically uninfluenced by 
any further increase of the depth. This observation is in agreement with the findings of 
Hughes et al. [14] who studied experimentally the influence of the guiding-hole 
diameter on the holding power of bone screws. They concluded that the screw’s 
holding power remains practically uninfluenced by the increase of the guiding-hole 
diameter up to a critical value of 87% of the screw’s outer diameter. This observation 
indicates that the depth of the screws studied by Hughes et al.[14] could be reduced to 
13% of their outer radius without changing significantly their pullout force. On the 
contrary, in the case of less sharp threads (a1=25°) no critical value of the thread’s 
depth exists. The pullout force was found to increase linearly with increasing depth 
(Fig.11).  
The dependence of the pullout force on the pitch of the screw for different 
cases of thread’s depth was investigated by Asnis et al. [8]. While the authors of this 
study report strong dependence of the screw’s holding power on the value of the pitch, 
it can be seen from their results that this is the case only for screws with depth equal to 
0.75mm. For screws with depths 1.45 and 1.1mm their holding power seems to be 
uninfluenced by any change of the value of the pitch. De Coster et al. [11] also used 
custom made screws and concluded that decreasing the value of the screw’s pitch from 
2.5 to 1mm can significantly increase its pullout force (24% increase). The screws used 
had depth equal to 0.5mm and also in this case the purchase length was kept constant.   
In the present study the influence of the pitch was investigated for constant 
value of screw purchase length and for different values of the thread’s depth and 
inclination. It was concluded that, in case of relatively small depths (0.5mm) the pitch 
plays an important role (Fig.12). Smaller values of the pitch can significantly increase 
the pullout force of the screw. On the contrary for higher depth values (0.75,1mm) the 
pullout force was practically uninfluenced by any change of the pitch. 
Finally, the total number of threads [19] and the purchase length [7] of the 
screw are reported to be linearly correlated with the screw’s pullout force. The same 
conclusion was also drawn from the present analysis (Fig.13) and this linear correlation 
was expressed in the form of an empirical equation.      
Concerning the limitations of the present study it must be accepted that the 
phenomenon of hosting material pre-tensioning due to radial compaction was ignored. 
Radial compaction of the hosting material is observed when the screw is inserted into a 
hole that is smaller than the screw itself, as it happens in the case of conical screws or 
screw insertion with under-tapping of the cylindrical guiding hole or without any 
tapping at all (self-tapping). Radial compaction results in the development of a 
complex stress field around the screw (before the initiation of the pullout procedure) 
which is unknown and can not be calculated analytically. The fact that the initial stress 
state of the hosting material is unknown renders even more difficult the realization of 
an accurate numerical simulation. In this context and as a first step the present study 
was focused on cases where the initial stress state of the hosting material is known (i.e. 
cylindrical screws inserted into SRPF blocks though threaded holes identical to the 
screws themselves).  The FE model presented here, with minor modifications, could be 
used for a more complete parametric study including cases where the hosting material 
is radially compacted (e.g. cylindrical screws). Specifically, the challenge of the 
unknown initial stress state of the hosting material can be met by dividing the 
simulation into two load steps:  
· 1st Step - Pretension: The hosting material is compacted by modifying 
the geometry and the size of the screw’s FE model. 
· 2nd Step – Pullout: The screw is pulled out of the hosting material and 
the pullout force is calculated.   
Preliminary results indicated that the above mentioned numerical procedure can 
satisfactory simulate the influence of radial compaction as this is realized by under-
tapping[32].  
Additionally synthetic bone, regardless its wide usage, remains an idealization 
unable to simulate all aspects of the mechanical behaviour of cancelous bone. In any 
case the value of tests using synthetic bone should not be underestimated since the 
comparative analysis of the results for different cases can help drawing useful and 
clinically relevant conclusions. In a recent study[33] with both synthetic and cadaveric 
bones it was concluded that the “…patterns of pullout strength and loading energy, as 
well as statistical significance, were very similar between the two testing models”[33], 
although the absolute values of the measured quantities were markedly different.  
Another limitation of the present study stems from the imposition of axisymetry. 
This symmetry assumption restricts the application of the present FE model for more 
complex loading cases approaching those applied to the pedicle screw in vivo but is 
acceptable for relatively simple loading cases, as it is pure pullout.  
During a pullout test the three-dimensional helicoidal shape of the threads seems 
to play a minor role concerning the screw’s mechanical behaviour. This assumption is 
supported by many researchers in the literature [19,20,24,30] as well as by the 
satisfactory agreement between the numerical and experimental results. 
On the other hand the main contribution of the present study is the 
implementation of a unique method for representing the failure in shear of the hosting 
material surrounding a bone screw.     
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TABLES 
 
 
Table 1: The values of the quantities which describe the geometry of the threads of the 
pedicle screws studied (Fig.1). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2: The material properties of the solid rigid polyurethane foam (SRPF) and the 
titanium alloy of the pedicle screws. 
 
 
Density 
(gr/cm3) 
Tension  Shear 
Modulus 
(MPa) 
Yield stress 
(MPa)  
Modulus 
(MPa) 
Yield stress 
(MPa) 
SRPF 0.16 57 2.2  23 1.4 
Ti alloy  
(Ti-6Al-4V) 
[25,30] 
4430 110×103 860  ~42×103 ~500 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 CDH 6.5 CDH 7.5 Java TL 5 
OR (mm) 3.25 3.75 2.5 
CR (mm) 2.25 2.75 1.2 
D (mm) 1 1.3 
a1(°) 5 6 
a2(°) 25 33 
P (mm) 2.7 1.75 
e (mm) 0.2 0.15 
Table 3: The parametric design of the numerical study, (*) the respective 
experimentally measured pullout forces 
 
Parametric 
study 
Outer 
radius 
Core 
radius Inclination Depth Pitch 
Number 
of threads 
Purchace 
length 
Pullout 
Force 
OD CD a1 D P N L  
(mm) (mm) (°) (mm) (mm)  (mm) (N) 
OD 
2.75 1.75 
5 1 2.7 7 18.9 
325.7 
3.00 2.00 354.6 
3.25 2.25 382.5/382±3* 
3.75 2.75 439.0/438±2* 
a1 3.75 2.75 
-5 
1 2.7 7 18.9 
435.1 
5 439.0 
15 442.3 
25 446.1 
D 3.75 
3.25 
-5 
0.50 
2.7 7 18.9 
367.7 
3.15 0.60 418.8 
3.00 0.75 428.3 
2.75 1.00 435.1 
2.25 1.50 440.5 
1.75 2.00 443.4 
3.25 
5 
0.50 367.2 
3.15 0.60 423.5 
3.00 0.75 431.3 
2.75 1.00 439.0 
2.25 1.50 447.1 
1.75 2.00 451.6 
3.25 
25 
0.50 421.1 
3.15 0.60 430.2 
3.00 0.75 439.1 
2.75 1.00 446.1 
2.25 1.50 458.1 
1.75 2.00 478.6 
P 3.75 
2.75 
25 
1.00 
1.05 18 
18.9 
438.9 
1.89 10 451.8 
2.70 7 446.1 
3.15 6 447.0 
3.78 5 442.4 
3.00 0.75 
1.05 18 437.7 
1.89 10 447.9 
2.70 7 439.1 
3.15 6 442.2 
3.78 5 433.4 
3.25 0.50 
1.05 18 422.2 
1.89 10 422.6 
2.70 7 421.1 
3.15 6 397.4 
3.78 5 281.0 
2.75 
5 
1.00 
0.82 23 436.9 
1.05 18 440.9 
1.89 10 445.2 
2.70 7 439.0 
3.15 6 433.1 
3.78 5 431.8 
3.00 0.75 
0.82 23 437.5 
1.05 18 440.2 
1.89 10 444.0 
2.70 7 432.4 
3.15 6 431.7 
3.78 5 427.4 
3.25 0.50 
0.82 23 430.1 
1.05 18 431.7 
1.89 10 421.4 
2.70 7 367.2 
3.15 6 327.3 
3.78 5 283.1 
N 3.75 2.75 5 1 
1 
4 4.0 94.0 
5 5.0 115.7 
6 6.0 139.1 
7 7.0 161.0 
1.7 
4 6.8 156.3 
5 8.5 196.5 
6 10.2 235.7 
7 11.9 277.4 
2.7 
4 10.8 243.6 
5 13.5 308.5 
6 16.2 373.6 
7 18.9 439.0 
3.5 
4 14.0 314.1 
5 17.5 398.5 
6 21.0 481.5 
7 24.5 564.8 
 
FIGURE LEGENDS 
 
Fig. 1: The geometry of the FE model of the screw.   
 
Fig. 2: Schematic of the pullout experimental procedure. 
 
Fig. 3: The 2D axisymmetric FE model of the pedicle screw and the SRPF block, (x) is 
the calibration parameter. 
 
Fig. 4: The bilinear cohesive zone material model [27] which describes the debonding 
procedure of the bonded contact pairs of Conta171 and Targe169 elements. 
 
Fig. 5: The lines where relative sliding can occur. Taking under consideration the 
axisymmetric conditions these lines correspond to cylindrical surfaces in three 
dimensions. 
 
Fig. 6: The experimentally measured and the numerically estimated force-displacement 
curves for the CDH7.5, CDH6.5 and TL-Java5 screws. For each case the experimental 
curves correspond to the tests which gave the maximum and minimum pullout force.   
 
Fig. 7: The mechanical behavior of the SRPF – screw system as it is described by the 
force displacement curve (A) and the Von Mises stress distribution into the SRPF, 
which lay at the vicinity of the screw,  at three different instances (B,C,D) of the 
pullout test simulation. (B) The imposed displacement is equal to 0.4 mm. (C) The 
imposed displacement is 0.8 mm and the measured force reaches its maximum value. 
(D) The maximum achieved displacement (for higher values of displacement the 
solution doesn’t converge).     
 
Fig. 8: The distribution of the pullout load on each thread of the screw for the three 
instances of the pullout test simulation studied in Fig.7. The threads of the screw are 
numbered from the outer- to the inner –most one.  
 
Fig. 9: The central section of a specimen after the end of a pullout test and the failure 
of the SRPF block. In the upper right of the picture the material extracted from the 
block together with the screw is shown. 
 
Fig. 10:  The influence of the inclination of the thread to the distribution of the reaction 
forces into the SRPF along the slope of the deepest thread. Axis X is parallel to the 
imposed pullout displacement. The reaction forces correspond to the solution sub-step 
where the respective force-displacement curve had its maximum force. For all three 
cases studied CR=2.75mm,OR=3.75mm and P=2.7mm. 
 
Fig. 11: The pullout force for different values of the depth of the thread. The screw OR 
was kept constant and equal to 3.75mm. 
 
Fig. 12: The pullout forces of screws with varying pitch and thread depths but constant 
purchase length (18.9mm). (A) a1=5º, (B) a1=25º. 
 
Fig. 13: The pullout forces of screws with 4-7 total number of threads and pitch 1-
3.5mm. For every case the depth of the threads was 1mm and their a1 angle 5°. 
 
Fig. 14. Comparison of the force-displacement curves calculated by the FE model 
developed here (LE/PP+Damage law) and by a FE model where the SRPF is simulated 
simply as a linear elastic perfectly plastic material (LE/PP). 
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